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complete High School. The idea of my teenagers going to High 
School in the U.S. was nightmarish. After doing my research, I found 
Electronic Classrooms of Tomorrow (ECOT) would best suit my 
daughter studying from home, but in the case of my son, enrollment 
in a local school to get some extra help with his language skills 
(dyslexia) from professionals was what I chose. I am not sure given 
the chance I would go down that road again.  
 
I met with the Financial Officer at my daughter’s university and 
realised, given my long absence, establishing residency meant 
finding a job and filing taxes. How else would they know for 
sure I was here and not flying in and out? Health care is also cost 
prohibitive in the U.S., so job-sponsored insurance was the most 
affordable way to give three teenagers and my aging body access to 
health care.  
 
I had worked as a younger woman even after reverting to Islam in 
the U.S., in Egypt and Saudi, but I had been a stay-at-home mom 
for the twenty years since. I am thankful my pen was kept busy with 
freelance writing at SISTERS and elsewhere. It filled a twenty-year 
gap in my work history. I polished up my resume and applied online. 
Universities are diverse, open-minded and accepting for the most 
part, so a University environment would be the best place for me to 

start looking, I thought. I applied at a few in and around Cleveland. I 
relied on my typing and computer skills and a very old but traditional 
work history augmented by writing adventures. My Director, a single 
older woman, and I hit it off during the first interview. Allah I made 
arrangements for me, and soon I was nestled away in a quiet IT 
department.  
 
One thing which has changed the most moving back after all of 
these years is how much the moral code has changed. The kinds of 
words that are spoken in casual conversation wouldn’t have been 
acceptable thirty years ago, but no one seems to see that, making 
me feel prudish, which I take pride in. The work ethic has changed, 
and the ways in which you are constantly bombarded with ways to 
spend a dollar is really overwhelming, but I am adjusting. Life is full of 
surprises, twists and turns. We never know what Allah I has in store 
for us even for next year. May Allah I grant us all the ability to roll 
with the punches. It’s how it all ends that counts.    
 

Ann Lambert (Umameer) Stock reverted to Islam 30 years ago.  She 
will soon be releasing a set of four YA books on the four Rightly Guided 
Caliph’s being published through Learning Roots in the UK.  She can be 
followed at http:// umameerblog.wordpress.com 

"Although nature hadn’t 
changed much, I was in for 
a surprise as to how people, 
paperwork and politics had."
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A Surprise 
Repatriation 

From the Middle East to The United States
Ann Lambert (Umameer) Stock slowly but persistently readjusts to life back home.

It 
rained more in a week than it did the thirty years I 
was gone, but it’s when the train whistle blew that 
my memory was jogged back to my past. It was 
unique, familiar, and at the same time strangely 
comforting as I walked down the sidewalk in the 
rain, listening to the locomotive in the distance 

rumbling down the tracks. I was home, or at least in a place I had 
once called home. For a couple of weeks every fall, while I was 
away, I had longed for the idealistic past: the smell of leaves turning, 
the sight of the harvest moon through the thinning canopy of the 
woods and the chill that had filled my nostrils during that change of 
season. I would dream about apple cider and cinnamon-sticks and 
hay rides through the countryside, then I would snap back to the 
reality that I was in a hot desert and life would go on as is for the rest 
of the year - and I was fine with it. I had grown to love and call the 
Middle East my home, and the thought of ever moving back faded 
more with each passing year. 
 
However, Allah I plans and we plan, and He is the Best of Planners. 
After thirty years abroad, it was time to go back home, this time to 
Ohio where my two oldest sons had found jobs after University. 
The Middle East is in disarray, my husband, nearing retirement, 
wants nothing to do with his home country of Egypt, and Saudi 
Arabia rarely welcomes outsiders permanently. We knew we had 
to find a place, at least for the next few years until the last three of 
our children completed University. It seemed Allah I had chosen 
Cleveland as our gathering point for five of my seven children, with 
one struggling through the paperwork to bring her family too.
 
Although I had stopped time in my mind, time hadn’t been affected 
by my heedlessness.  Time moves purposefully without regard 
to perception or desire to its own beat. Although nature hadn’t 
changed much, I was in for a surprise as to how people, paperwork 
and politics had. My first discovery was that I had dropped off the 

radar. My license had long expired, I didn’t have a bank account, 
hadn’t owned property, hadn’t purchased anything or taken even an 
interest-free loan in the U.S. for all those years away. I couldn’t prove 
my existence let alone my residence. I had to pay higher tuition fees 
for my eighteen-year old daughter starting her first year of University, 
because I couldn’t prove that I was actually living in Ohio. Eating, 
sleeping and taking up space is hard to quantify. I came up with a 
plan of action.
 
First things first, I needed a U.S. driver’s license. I began from the 
beginning with a written test at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV). 
Next, I had to give proof that I lived at my address. For that, I went 
to the bank and opened an interest-free checking account and 
waited for my first statement to appear in my mailbox. An envelope 
addressed to me with an account listing the same address should 
do the trick. I returned, papers in hand, ready for any eventuality, 
and soon realized their employees may have inspired the casting 
of sloths working at the BMV on the Disney film, “Zootopia.” Foiled 
again, my Social Security card didn’t reflect my current name and 
so I needed to bring my marriage certificate and update my Social 
Security card. Where had I seen this endless paperwork routine 
before? Of course, my marriage certificate in my hand was too old, so 
back I went to get an updated one. Three or four weeks later, I walked 
out with my license complete with a photo which looked similar to 
my grandmother. 
 
My sons had already made connections at several of the local 
masjids. I tried to attend lectures and make friends, and I have, but it 
takes time to figure things out and find your spot. It was nine months 
before I found a Qur’an teacher and my children would be enrolled 
in Islamic Studies classes. 
 
My daughter was accepted for the fall at a local university, so 
checking that box, I started making arrangement for my twins to 


